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SEM 
From Loss-Leader to Profit-Driver
Addressing local PPC challenges  
with machine learning and automation

Acquisio provides software that facilitates customer acquisition using ad platforms such as 
Google AdWords, Facebook Ads, and Bing Ads. Marketers of any size can benefit from Acquisio’s 
advanced data science tools to automate and optimize most of the processes involved in 
acquiring new customers online.

The Local Search Association (LSA) is a not-for-profit industry association of media companies, 
agencies and technology providers who help businesses market to local consumers. LSA has 
about 300 members in 20 countries and the Association helps these members realize the power 
of local marketing and commerce through conferences, consulting, insights, advocacy and more.

http://www.thelsa.org/lsa/home.aspx
http://www.camilyo.com/
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Search Works
Paid search marketing (SEM) was invented in 1998. It has grown since then to become the 
dominant online ad medium. Last year, it accounted for roughly half of all digital advertising 
(desktop and mobile combined) according to IAB figures.1

The reason SEM attracts so much money is that it works. Search is used throughout the 
consumer-buying cycle, from general research at the “top of the funnel” to “where to buy” 
inventory and local business lookups.

Search has also established itself as a critical utility for mobile users. The vast majority of 
smartphone owners search within the mobile browser or use an app. The Google search app 
is the fourth most popular app in the U.S. according to comScore.2 Google Maps is number 
five.

Based on Google’s own public statements and third party data, we estimate that there are 
at least 30 billion Google desktop and mobile search queries monthly in the U.S. Bing and 
Yahoo add billions more. A substantial number of these search queries, perhaps nine billion 
per month on Google, carry “local intent.”

Data shows that more than 75% of local-intent mobile searches 
result in offline store visits within 24 hours, and nearly 30% result 
in a purchase.3 These are high intent, highly converting queries.

In an LSA-funded tracking survey of media usage (conducted 
by Burke), search was the most often used channel “in the past 
month” to find local business information:

1. Search Engines – 87%

2. Company Website – 70%

3. Word of Mouth – 69%

4. Circular/Email/Coupon – 67%

5. Social Network – 52%

Given this and other similar data, one would assume SEM would 
be in high demand among local businesses. But in the world 
of small business (SMB) advertisers and their digital marketing 
providers (e.g., traditional media companies, digital agencies) paid-
search has faced resistance and numerous challenges.

A late 2016 Manta survey of 613 SMBs using Google AdWords found that 73% received 
few if any new business leads from paid-search. There are several potential explanations, 
including improperly managed self-service campaigns. Regardless, survey results like this 
reflect a perception and “public relations” problem for SEM in the small business sector.

In contrast to the Manta survey findings, if managed properly, paid-search campaigns are 
highly effective. Managed poorly, they can be wasteful, ineffective and lead to advertiser 
“churn.”

DATA SHOWS THAT 
MORE THAN 75% 
OF LOCAL-INTENT 
MOBILE SEARCHES 
RESULT IN OFFLINE 
STORE VISITS WITHIN 
24 HOURS, AND 
NEARLY 30% RESULT 
IN A PURCHASE. 

1 IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report
2 comScore mobile app rankings (2017)
3 comScore, Neustar Localeze, 15 Miles Local Search Study (2014)
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Publisher-SEM Challenges
As the media landscape has evolved in the wake of internet disruption, traditional publishers 
(e.g., newspapers, yellow pages) have added new marketing products for their SMB 
advertisers. Most publishers now sell an evolving list of digital marketing tools and services.

These can include websites, search optimization, social media, reputation management, 
mobile marketing, video and SEM. These media companies have come to play a kind of 
agency role for their customers. Some complain, however, that their SEM programs are not 
satisfactorily profitable and, in many cases, they also see high non-retention or advertiser 
“churn” rates.

Source: Thrive Analytics, SMB advertiser survey 2015

Reasons Behind Local Advertiser Churn

Poor Program Results

Poor Service Levels from Providers

Price is too high for the product/service

Too Many Errors Made

Other

Several years ago SMB churn in SEM programs was surprisingly high, in some cases 80% or 
90% per year.4 While these numbers have declined high churn rates are still not uncommon. 
The top reason cited by 60% of SMBs for discontinuing their paid-search or digital marketing 
programs, according to survey data from Thrive Analytics (2015), was “poor program results.” 

Google previously said that 52% of SMB advertiser churn is controllable or addressable 
while 48% is not.5 In the latter category are things like business failures, campaigns that are 
short duration or seasonal and several other factors. These are variables that an agency or 
publisher cannot control.

However, the following are some common problems that have plagued local media efforts to 
sell and fulfill paid-search campaigns for local advertisers:
• Poorly educated sales reps
• Badly set up or targeted campaigns
• Selling “impressions” and “clicks” rather than business outcomes
• Not setting clear expectations for advertisers
• Not providing sufficient service to small accounts  
• Not having regular client contact to ensure understanding of value received
• Inability to spot at-risk clients and improve campaigns before they cancel
• Not able to track “real results” (concrete outcomes)

60%

55%

45%

30%

24%

4 LSA publisher survey and interview data (2013 - 2015) 
5 Google publisher “churn” study (2016)
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Reasons publishers no longer selling SEM

Source: Thrive Analytics, “Local Pulse Survey” 2015

67%

33%

It wasn’t 
profitable

Our customers 
didn’t believe it 
was effective

Beyond this, SMB advertiser budgets are often relatively small and don’t allow for much 
keyword buying or  margin for the publisher. Some publishers have established minimum 
budget requirements to enable more keyword buying – and more profit for themselves. 
Some publishers have backed away from SEM entirely and some have declined to offer it in 
the first place.

A local media publisher survey conducted by LSA for this report found that 50% had SEM 
monthly budget minimums of $500 and another almost 20% required a $300 monthly 
minimum spend from advertisers.6 Roughly 65% of these respondents said their margins on 
SEM were between 10% and 30%, with the largest group in the 10% to 20% category.

The survey also found that among publishers no longer selling SEM there were two principal 
reasons: 

Profitability was the top concern for those publishers that don’t offer SEM. More than 80% 
of these no-SEM publishers expressed margin concerns in one form or another. Another 
concern that inhibited people from selling SEM was being able to manage paid-search 
campaigns at scale.

Among the various PPC platform tools and technology providers used by publishers, 60% 
reported using AdWords Express, a tool Google originally designed for SMB self-service. 
AdWords Express has virtues, such as control and simplicity; it also may permit larger margins 
in some cases. However, it lacks the precision, scalability and automation capabilities of some 
of the big search-marketing platforms (e.g., Acquisio, AdMax Local, Kenshoo, Matchcraft).  

Another challenge with in-house campaign management is that a large number of specialists 
may be needed to service accounts. This adds overhead and reduces margins, especially on 
small-budget campaigns. 

Together, the main challenges facing local media publishers selling SEM to SMBs can be 
summarized as follows: 
• Educating SMBs and setting appropriate performance expectations
• Maximizing publisher profit while delivering maximum results for the advertiser budget
• Managing thousands of accounts efficiently but effectively at scale across desktop and mobile
6 LSA survey, n=82 local media publishers (2017)
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Automation Can Improve Efficiency, Margins
As indicated, the challenges faced by media publishers and sales channels are well 
documented. However one solution is machine learning and automation. Technology 
advances in SEM give local media publishers the ability to: 

• Onboard hundreds of campaigns efficiently, often in minutes

• Manage campaigns at scale without additional staffing 

• Deliver better results for small ad spend budgets

• Automate reporting 

The amount available digital media data is almost overwhelming for people to process let 
alone correctly interpret and act upon. However machine learning and automation are 
equipped to bring greater coherence, discipline and efficiency to SEM campaigns at scale. 

Machine learning allows the system to recognize patterns and improve performance with 
little or no human intervention. Machine learning algorithms must initially be trained but 
thereafter can optimize results based on target outcomes or attributes. Models can also be 
predictive. 

As a practical matter, machine learning can simplify campaign management and enable 
account reps to handle many more accounts without adding more staff (Acquisio’s platform, 
for example, allows each campaign manager to handle up to 400 accounts per month.) It can 
also entirely replace hands-on routine campaign management.

Specifically, machines can automate campaign creation, keyword selection, bidding and 

Source: Acquisio

Machine Learning Improves Accuracy and Performance

People Bid Rules Algos Machine Learning

Performance  →

Ac
cu

ra
cy

  →
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optimization. In the very near future, SEM ad creative (text) will be generated by machines at 
scale.  What takes human SEM campaign managers hours to accomplish now can be done in 
minutes by machines, saving time and enabling greater scale. 

Bidding is one example. A campaign manager may spend up to 60 
minutes per account each week reviewing bids and re-adjusting 
bidding strategy. Between these weekly check-ins, uncontrollable 
variables (e.g., seasonal surges, competition, etc.) can negatively 
impact campaign performance and create additional work. In 
addition, every minute not spent optimizing is a lost opportunity. 
And while machines can do this (optimize 24/7) human beings by 
definition cannot.  

Budget utilization is another area where machine learning is 
superior to human campaign management. A campaign manager 
spends hours adjusting budgets to avoid over- or under-spending, 
as well as adjusting month-to-date performance. Sometimes 
advertiser budgets cannot be fully utilized. Smaller budgets are 
often exhausted prematurely. 

Both of these scenarios have consequences for the publisher 
and advertiser retention. Failure to deliver against anticipated 
campaign results will almost certainly result in advertiser churn. 

Since implementing machine learning and automated SEM 
campaign management, Acquisio has directly seen the benefits 
across its customer base. Its platform performs 48 bid and budget adjustments per account 

Manual vs Machine Campaign Management

60
mins per 
account/month

80 to 120     
accounts

=
20
mins per 
account/month

240 to 360     
accounts

=

MACHINE LEARNING 
ALLOWS THE SYSTEM 
TO RECOGNIZE 
PATTERNS 
AND IMPROVE 
PERFORMANCE 
WITH LITTLE OR 
NO HUMAN 
INTERVENTION. 

-Assuming every account is managed monthly

-Represents time savings of 65%

Source: Acquisio customer data, 20,000 accounts with <$500 ad spend (October 2015 to February 2017)
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per day. This has generated significant performance improvements. It also ensures that 
advertiser monthly ad budgets are actually spent but not overspent. 

In a case study involving more than 20,000 local advertiser accounts, with less than $500 
monthly budgets, campaigns were 2.5X more likely to hit budget targets on AdWords and 
7X more likely on Bing Ads using machine-based SEM campaign management. Automation 
can thus generate more exposure for the advertiser and is more likely to maximize profit for 
publishers and media sellers. 

In another case study with comparable scale, machine-based campaign management reduced 
cost per click up to 40%. The budget and publisher-margin implications of this are significant 
and fairly obvious. 

The greater efficiency of machine learning also means that publishers can service accounts 
with a lower monthly spend. Most publishers in the LSA survey had at least a $300 monthly 
minimum, many $500 and some $1,000. These minimums seek to ensure a certain level of 
profit but they also hedge against the inefficiency of human campaign management. 

Agency 3GEngagement, which manages hundreds of local automotive dealer accounts 
was able to increase margins from 10 - 15% to 20 - 25% using campaign automation. The 
company used machines and humans in tandem to better service customers. Machines 
performed complex tasks around bidding, budget management and optimization. Account 
managers were then able to focus on things like generating ad copy, landing pages, keywords 
and otherwise applying their industry knowledge to service customers.

Finally, Acqusio data reflect that campaigns managed by machine run on average 3.5 months 
longer than those managed by people. This suggests greater advertiser satisfaction, which 
can translate into more revenue. For example, if a publisher or media seller is managing 5,000 
accounts with a minimum monthly spend of $500, that would mean an additional $8.75 
million in incremental revenue.

Source: Acquisio customer data, 20,000 accounts with <$500 ad spend (October 2015 to February 2017)

Average Account Lifespan

318

428
384

444

-Total Continuous Running Days

Human 
Management

Human 
Management

Machine/  
automation

Machine/  
automation

AdWords Bing
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Getting Started, Questions to Ask
There are multiple media-seller paths to in bringing an SEM offering to local advertisers: 

• Manage in-house using AdWords Express or the AdWords UI 

• Build a custom API for AdWords

• Utilize a third party PPC platform 

While PPC automation and machine learning may not be the right approach in every 
situation for every publisher, on balance it will improve the efficiency and performance of 
SEM campaigns. It can also greatly simplify the management of thousands of accounts. 

As a basic matter, most local media publishers don’t have the technical capabilities to build 
and manage an API. So utilizing a third party platform is going to be faster and simpler. It will 
also have considerable advantages over the Google AdWords UI (scale) or AdWords Express 
(control, efficiency). 

We were surprised to see in the survey that, among several platform choices, AdWords 
Express was the most commonly used SEM management tool. That was true even among 
certified Google AdWords partners. 

Which PPC Platform do you use?

Source: LSA local media publisher survey 2016 (n=82)

Kenshoo

AdMax Local

other

Matchcraft

AdCellerant

40%

15%

5%

5%

5%
4%

2%

ReachLocal

Acquisio

Google 
AdWords 

Express

24%
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Should you decide to use a third party PPC platform, the following are a number of questions 
to ask: 

• What is the degree of available automation? 

• Does the platform automate bid management? Will it manage budgets? 

• Does the platform support “enhanced campaigns” and paid-search extensions? (e.g., 
location, phone, social, reviews)?

• What level of mobile support is provided? Are there mobile landing pages and ad 
templates?  

• Does it provide for bulk upload of accounts? 

• What are its geotargeting capabilities? 

• Does it offer white labelled reporting? What about scheduled reporting? 

• Will the platform allow for A/B ad testing? 

• Does it auto-detect available bidding and keyword opportunities to widen campaign 
reach?

• Will it reduce cost-per-click? Is there evidence of this? 

• Does the platform perform equally well across categories and verticals? 

Conclusion
If you’re a publisher offering (or considering offering) SEM to hundreds or thousands of 
advertisers, you should be taking a hard look at third party PPC automation tools. Anything 
else will likely be less efficient. Indeed, the entire industry is moving rapidly toward machine-
learning based solutions.  

These capabilities will only become more sophisticated over time as the technology matures. 
It’s a development to be embraced and allows a broader range of SMB accounts and budget 
levels to be serviced. It also enables SMB campaigns to be fulfilled more efficiently, allowing 
publishers to fully utilize advertiser budgets and achieve greater margins. 

It should also mean better advertiser retention over time. 

All this represents a “win-win” for publishers and advertisers. The industry’s future is now 
firmly in the realm of machine-learning and data science. Humans also have an important 
role to play in servicing customers -- but no longer in managing daily requirements of SEM 
campaigns.


